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OPENING THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26

S" Come see our great selections of
current fashions plus a continuous
flow of bargains...will be happy to
special order anything that we do not

carry in stock...

* Employees of SBU Hospital and all students
"of SBU receive a 10% discount at all times

Must show proper ID to qualify.

CAREER SUITS, DRESSES, SPORTSWEAR, ACTIVE WEAR, BLOUS-
ES, CAFTANS, PANTS, JEANS, SKIRTS, PANTIES, HANDBAGS,
JEWELRY, COATS, SCARVES, SOCKS (also- socks for diabetics)

JUST IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

11
631-751-0330

5-5-5 Deal: Familyv Combo:

GetThree I-Topping, One Large 1-Topping
Medium Pizzas for only Pizza, Breadsticks &

ti.$15.00 a 2-Liter of Coke
©

$13.9
2X Tuesdays:

Buy One Pizza, Any Super Dese:

SizeAny Toppings at Two Medium 1-Topping
25A Menu Price & Geta Deep Dish Pizzas &

736 Rt. 25A 2ndP izza of Equal or a 10 PcOrderof
2d Lesser Value , l Buffalo WingsEast Setau ket Vetile , ,...""mltd°i o e.

ST NY
BR4 K
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

For more information on this event and other upcoming Wang Center Asian and Asian
American Programs, visit our Web site: wwwstonybrook.edu/wang. The Charles B.
Wang Center is located at Stony Brook University, NY 11794, and is open to the public
Monday to Friday, 9:00 am to 8:00 pm. To sign up for our mailing list, please e-mail us
at wangcenter@stonybrook.edu. Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Educator and
Employer. For a disability-related accommodation, please call (631) 632-1941.

Join us for the
opening -celebration
of our new campus.

Saturday, October 14, 2006
11:00 am to 2:00 om
Chancellor's Hall

STONY BROOK
SOUTHAMPTON

Wine tastings . Refreshments
Live music from the Stony Brook University
Marching Band, Dixieland Band, and guest artists

Round trip bus transportation from SAC Loop

Departing at 10:00 am and 10:30 am

To reserve your seat, call 632-6320

For directions, visit www.stonybrook. edu/directions

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC Rain or Shine

Stony Brook University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer. * For more information or for a disability-related accommodation, please call (631) 632-6320.

Story of the Dog
Cambodian and American Puppet Theater

Tuesday, October 10, 2006, 7:00 pm, Wang Theatre
Cambodians say there are four types
of endings: a tear, a drop of blood, happi-
ness, or a question. Which will it be?
So begins the Story of the Dog.
The world-renowned rod puppetry of
Vermont's Sandglass Theater combines
with Sovanna Phums Cambodian dance
and traditional shadow puppets to tell
an old Cambodian folk tale about how
war transforms good people.

A soldier marches off to war leaving
behind his young wife and dog. Abject
loneliness forces her to resort to desperate
measures. Illicit passion, a cruel murder, a
vengeful ghost, and the loyal dog. How
does it end? This collaboration of Western
and Eastern traditions tells this cautionary
tale through stunning imagery, movement,
and live music.

Tickets: $10 for students and seniors, $15 for general admission
Also suitable for middle and high school students.

Reservations highly recommended. Please reserve your tickets
by E-mailing wangcenter@stonybrook.edu or call (631) 632-4400.
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FEAT RES/CONTINUATI

Former
Network
Execulive

to
Teach

Continued from page 1

After the Dan Rather
scandal, the newly elected
president of CBS opted
for a new deputy, ending
McGinnis' career with the
network. "It's just the way
the ball bounces," said
McGinnis. "If it hadn't
happened, I wouldn't be
here."

Now at Stony Brook,
McGinnis will be leading
journalism students at a
practical and moral level.
"What you are writing and
what you are producing in
television is what people
will believe," said McGin-
nis. "There is so much out

there and you picked a job
career that's exciting, fun
and interesting."

After her story, McGin-
nis opened the floor to the
students. Questions ranged
from how a journalist can
attain a normal family life
to questions regarding her
stance on the Iraqi war.
Before she left, McGinnis
said, "Try to be the best
at whatever you do, to be
humble and understand
there are people ahead of
you and behind you; never
loose sight of that." This
was the first of the "My Life
As..." series, which plans
on bringing top journalists
to SBU for lectures.

BY LYNN HSIEH
Contributing Writer

I met Lauren Sheprow, the
Director of Media Relations, and
Stephen Roggemann, the Assistant
Director of Nursing at the fifth floor
of the hospital lobby. We were just
on time as the busy elevator door
opened. A stream of doctors, nurses,
patients and visitors left as another
group went in. So, in a crowded el-
evator, my hospital tour began.

Our first stop was on the South
Side of the Nineteenth Floor where
many of the surgical cancer patients
reside. This is where the many of
the bone marrow transplants occur,
and where leukemia, lymphoma and
other cancer-related illnesses are
treated. With eighteen patients, the
department provides care in general
adult hematology and chemotherapy,
and provides nutritionists, psychia-
trists and religious counsel for the
comfort of patients. Near the end
of the hallway, the more serious
patients reside in an isolated area
with lists on every window and door
detailing careful directions for visi-

tors, such as the necessity of gloves
and masks to prevent any chance of
infection from outside sources.

Mr. Roggemann also showed
us a new program called the Pyxis
System that the hospital has installed
to more efficiently monitor the intake
and outtake of prescriptions. This
system shortens the prescription
process, allowing nurses to directly
enter their patients' name to obtain
the prescription, which has already
been entered by the pharmacy,
instead of having to go through a
doctor. The Pyxis system also has a
fail safe program to prevent abuse.
Each transaction is recorded and a
limit is set on the quantity of medi-
cine available.

Next, we stopped at the eight-
eenth floor, north side, where the
trauma patients are located. It is an
intermediate care system, meaning
there is one nurse for every four
patients. On the walls were charts
indicating the downward trend of
hospital-related patient accidents,
and other information. On 13 North,
on thirty beds in isolation, the seri-

ous neurology cases like seizure
and epilepsy patients were found.
Stony Brook is the primary source
of neurological care Suffolk County.
As a tertiary care center, Stony
Brook provides care for difficult and
complicated cases involving patients
referred from neurologists and other
specialists from all over New York.

After visiting several other de-
partments, Mr. Roggemann ended
the tour with a visit to the pediatrics
department. It was an amazing ex-
perience looking at the nursery and
seeing beautiful and precious babies
as they slept. This was a sharp con-
trast to the babies we saw first - tiny
ones that weighed less than a pound,
and with very bleak futures.

During the tour, I noticed the
word "CARE" posted, which stands
for the values that the hospital holds
dear (CARE is an acronym for com-
mitment, accountability, respect and
excellence). While I had seen only a
portion of the hospital, Stony Brook
University Medical Center, with 504
beds, is in fact a large institution fo-
cused on excellence in patient care.

SB Pushes for$25OGrand
inChar it able Don ations

Continued from page 1

choose from an entire booklet of
available charities to direct their
donations to. All of the major
local, national and international
charities and organizations are
included. The Salvation Army,
Greenpeace Fund and Doctors
Without Borders and many more
are available as options. Every-
thing from humanitarian aid and
education to Earth conservation
and protection of civil liberties is
represented in the list of partici-
pating agencies.

The secret to the success of
the campaign is encouraging
employees to give by payroll de-
duction. "It's a lot easier to give
one, two or ten dollars a paycheck

than it is to gasp every time you
write a check to give a lump sum
donation," concludes Lawrence.
Payroll deduction encourages
greater donation and conveniently
spreads it over the entire year.

"I believe everyone is chari-
table," says Lawrence, "giving
really just depends on one's abil-
ity to donate and the ease of the
donation."

This method of facilitating
charitable giving from employees
also allows the various charities
and organizations supported by
the campaign to plan their efforts
in advance. Charities are thus able
to allocate donations to worthy
causes with the confidence that
enough funds will back their
work. "Giving aid to certain

causes, especially in times of great
need like the Katrina disaster, is
much more efficient if the chari-
ties already have money in the
bank," notes Lawrence.

With over 14,000 people em-
ployed by Stony Brook Universi-
ty, it is difficult to keep promoting
continued support. For this reason,
almost every academic and staff
department has its own captain to
keep encouraging participants and
newcomers to give as best they
can. Between 100 and 150 highly
dedicated captains assist yearly
in supporting the ever growing
Stony Brook Cares Campaign by
hosting speaking events and other
activities.

"Securing just one dollar
per paycheck from an employee

is a significant donation," says
Lawrence. Although it doesn't
seem like much, a dollar every
two weeks can provide 24 meals
for one elderly person, sponsor
five volunteers to clean a portion
of a polluted river bed, or fully
immunize two children against
infectious diseases.

For those individuals who are
able to make larger donations,
different levels of recognition
can be achieved. The Leadership
Club acknowledges employees
who give an annual gift of at least
$250. Similarly, the Cornerstone
Club distinguishes individuals
who make a minimum $500
contribution. Finally, the Pillars
Club recognizes charitable givers
who make an annual donation of

$1000.

Employees of the University
are not the only people invited to
make contributions to the Stony
Brook Cares fundraising cam-
paign. Students and other non-
employees are encouraged to
make donations by contacting
any of the Stony Brook Cares
Captains or through the cam-
paign website: www.stonybrook.
edu/stonybrookcares. Students
are also welcome to get more
deeply involved in the campaign
by becoming captains or hosting
events to promote greater student
contribution. Charitable giving
begins with the right first step
and the 2006 Stony Brook Cares
campaign provides an excellent
vehicle.
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SEEKING PART TIME
LIVE OUT NANNY IN
MY SETAUKET HOME.
2 children, ages 7 and 5;
hours are 2:30-6:30, M-F:
qualified driver; MUST
HAVE EXPERIENCE
WITH CHILDCARE AND
STRONG REFERENCES.
631-979-6666 days.

BABYSITTER NEEDED
MONDAY MORNINGS
& other occasional hours.
We live close to SBU.
Experience, non-smoker &
references pls.
aliherman@hotmail.com.

DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERY DRIVERS
AND INSIDE HELP
WANTED. Flexible hours,
great pay, need your own car
for delivery. 631-751-0330.

WE WILL HELP
YOU PAY FOR YOUR
BOOKS! VALET
PARKING ATTEN-
DANTS! Great pay! Hourly
plus tips. Flexible hours.
Day, night, weekdays
and weekends available.
(Weekends a must!) Please
call Executive Parking
Services, Inc, at
631-979-9482.

BARTENDERS NEEDED.
All shifts available. Females/
Males, no experience nec,
will train. Earn up to $150-
$250 per shift. 516-495-4700.

MYSTERY SHOPPERS.
Earn up to $150 per day.
Exp not required. Undercov-
er shoppers needed to judge
retail and dining establish-
ments. Call 800-722-4791.

ARE-YOU SEEKING
A FLEXIBLE WORK
SCHEDULE? The Way
Back, Inc, is hiring Relief/
Per Diem Counselors for
community residence
program throughout Suffolk.
Counselors provide support,
education, & supervision to
clients with mental illness. As-
sociate's Degree or equivalent
work experience req'd. $11/hr.
Fax resume to Justin Slone,
631-928-4385 or jslone@
thewayback.org. Please write
code "STATESMAN
on cover letter. EOE.
BLACKWELLS
RESTAURANT Tired of
the same old Restaurant
job? Come join L.I.'s fastest
growing & exciting restau-
rant team. Currently hiring
all positions in Restaurant
& Catering. Competitive
wages and benefits available.
Pleae call John Paul or Brian
at (631) 929-1800 or fax.
resume to (631) 929-8760.

AFTER SCHOOL (2:30-
6:30 pm weekdays) child
care. Includes transportation
to/from after-school activi-
ties and light housekeeping.
References, car and clean
license required. 631-804-
4662.

APARTMENT/STUDIO.
Includes electric, water and
heat. In the heart of Port
Jefferson Village. Starting
$650 per month. Lease
Required. By appt. only.
631-473-2564.
1 BEDROOM, Living Room,
Eat in Kitchen, 2 Walk In
Closets, Ground Level. $1,095/
month. 5 Minutes from Univer-
sity. 631-981-1255.

1994 FORD THUNDER-
BIRD V-8, leather, sunroof,
white pearl, new transmis-
sion, 136K, runs well. $1500
Call Liz, 631-375-0169.

CHEAP INTERNATION-
AL CALLING Up to 473
FREE mins. No Added Fees.
Instant Activation. Use any
Phone. Find Your Country
Rate and MUCH MORE
INFO @ www.globalphone-
worldwide.com Special
Promotion Code 853190.

THE CARPET
SPECIALIST. Installations,
repairs, and restretches.
Free estimates. Over 30
years experience. No job
too small. (631)-736-8260.

TRAVEL WITH STS to this
year's top 10 Spring Break
destinatiors! Best deals guar-
anteed! Highest rep commis-
sions. Visit www.ststravel.com
or call 1-800-648-4849. Great
group discounts.

Now
Wa itstaff

Weekends/Fri, Sat, & Sun

pay from $9/hour
Will Train

Great Part-Time Job for Students

No Car Needed- Easy Access
from Railroad (Northport)

Thatched Cottage

(631) 261-1900
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Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplies and even gives you a

monthly stipend for Living expenses. But it's the experience you'll gain after

graduation that sets this program apart. As an Air Force dentist, you'll be

in a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring are

ongoing. You'll have exposure to various specialties, and the weight of

emergencies or difficult cases won't rest on your shoulders alone. For

more information about our Health Professions Scholarship Program, call

or visit us online. 1- 800- 588- 5260 * AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

FAX SERVICES
[because nobody likes to pay

more than they have to]

$!50
per page

(including cover sheet).

ONLY AT:
Statesman Office

Student Union
Basement
Room 057

STQtNjDOK

THE U.S.G. SUPREME COURT
& JUDICIAL COUNCIL

ARE LOOKING FOR BRILLIANT
M IN DS

* 2 UPPER-CLASS SUPREME COURT JUSTICE POSITIONS
* AVAILABLE
* 3 SOPHMORE SUPREME COURT JUSTICE POSITIONS
* AVAILABLE
* 2 JUDICIAL COUNCIL JUDGESHIPS AVAILABLE

APPLICATIONS DUE BY OCTOBER 6
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN SAC 202
DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?
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News On TV:
The Future?

Former CBS News Director, Marcy
McGinnis delivered an informative but mov-
ing lecture with implications that expand be-
yond the scope of the lecture. Her experience
in news reporting began at the age of 21 when
she delivered her first story onApollo 14. Such
an accomplishment makes us wonder, what
will we be doing at the age of 21? It makes
us question ourselves as a media source, why
aren't we on the tube?

Broadcast journalism made its debut in the
1940s. It was popularized by Edward R. Mur-
row, whose 1954 report on Joseph McCarthy
made simultaneous transmission a possibility.
People in the West Coast didn't have to wait
for their regional newspapers to report the
same news.

Ironically, broadcast journalism is still

young. It has yet to develop the reach of news-
papers, magazines, or even online blogs. Yet,
broadcast journalism is unique in its ability
to visualize, and not just verbalize. The most
captivating events of our time are still fresh
in our memories because television has had
them on an almost never-ending loop.

Most newspaper stories, on the other hand,
will not stay in our long-term memories.
Even the Woodward and Bernstein expose
on the Watergate scandal continues to stick
as a national phenomenon after numerous
documentaries revived the whole story.

Stony Brook attempts to imitate television
reporting through SBU-TV. Although we ad-
mit SBU-TV isn't comparable to major news
stations such as CBS, SBU-TV still has a lot
of potential.

Consider, for example, Dr. Sanjay Gupta,
a neurologist who writes regularly for Time
Magazine. In addition to this, Gupta does sci-
ence-related reporting for CNN. Both sources
use Gupta's expertise to deliver information
to an audience that is willing to take it both
ways.

Today, broadcast journalism has become a
pervasive medium for information. It is now a
popular career option. The lure of a handsome
salary and opportunity to become popular
quicker, attracts reporters to the television
side of media. Not everyone has a television,
and not everyone prefers the occasionally
dramatized or biased reporting that broadcast
journalism introduces. Yet, the implications of
such a medium are so vast that if other media
do not tap into it, it is their loss.

college student .
purchase program L i ,C.LN

wwwfordcollegehq.com

A ringtone brought to you
IE exclusively by Ford and mtvU featuring

U Matchbook Romance's "Monsters"

$ Acash Special offer for college and trade school students,5 U n.)recent grads and graduate students
b o n s Certain purchase and eligibility restrictions apply.

Visit www.fordcollegehq.com for official Program rules. Or, see your local Ford or Lincoln Mercury Dealer.

Available only on participating carriers. Standard messaging rates apply Other charges may apply. For Help, text HELP to 237483, lTo end, text STOP to 237483.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Void where prohibited. Open to legal residents of the U.S. who are 18 or older at time of entry and who as of 9/506 are enrolled (or have

graduated after 5/1/04) in/from a nationally accredited college/university, junior college, community college or trade school. Game ends 1/2/07.
See Official Rules and entry restrictions at www.Fordcollegehq.com/2ORIVE.
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Youdo
the math .

The Newton Fellowship Program is looking for mathematically

sophisticated individuals to teach in NYC public high schools.

Newton Fellows earn competitive starting salaries on par with

scientists, engineers and architects. The Fellowship provides an

aggregate $90,000 in stipends, full tuition scholarship for a

master's, mentoring, coaching, and professional development.

Nobody goes into teaching for the money. The best teachers

do it out of love for the subject and a passion to inspire. As a

Newton Fellow, you can have it all. So who better to teach math

than you?

For a more rewarding future, apply for

the Newton Fellowship at mathforamerica.org/fellow

14 A

The infinite possibilities of mathematical literacy.

A VIBRANT INTELLECTUAL COMMUNITY
A LOCATION IN ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL REGIONS.

A SINGULAR FOCUS ON THE STUDY OF IA

7JOINTDEGREES
14 CONCENTRATIONS
96% GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT RATE
AWARD-WINNING CLINICAL PROGRAMS

More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening
injuries than ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses
in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced
training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet.
And whether you re treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on
bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that training to use. If you re
interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online. 1-800-588-5260 * AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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Bryan uersnen
Senior
Biology
22
Farmingdale, NY

Why do you deserve to be homecoming king?I think I should be Homecoming King because I represent what it means to be one. The Homecoming King should be a studnt h
is actively and intrinsically involved in every aspect of his University. I feel I exemplify that through all of my extracurricular atvte
and my genuine spirit for the Stony Brook University campus. For this reason, I feel I should be Homecoming King.

Why do you deserve to be homecoming king?
I think I should be Homecoming King because of my leadership and involvements to the University. I have only been at thisintuio
for one year, and I already I stand out as a perfect leader. My involvements are LEG President, Senator, USG Junior Class Repreetaie
founder of Business and Law Society, Student Life Advisory Council, Student Conduct Board, and Rugby. My commitments andotiu
tions make me more than confident in why I think I, shou ld be King.

10

Name:
Year:
Major:
Age:
Hometown:
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Ag e: 2U0..
Hometown: Gainesville, NY

Why do you deserve to be homecoming queen?
I should be Homecoming Queen because every day I demonstrate Stony Brook's ideals and what this University represents. Stony
Brook is known for how this institution contributes to bettering the world for others. I have dedicated my time at Stony Brook
to service for the community. I have organized and assisted in numerous service projects from Blood Drives to Dance-Offs for
Diabetes Research. These contributions, in addition to my academic commitment and leadership on campus, are reasons why I
should be Homecoming Queen.

Name: Marianna "Karavolias Year:: Senior
Major: Biochemistry, Child and Family Studies Minor
Age: 21 Hometown: Lindenhurst, NY

Why do you deserve to be homecoming queen?
We can all agree that Stony Brook's Homecoming Queen should be a student who exudes campus pride and school spirit. There are lots of ways to
go about this task. Which way is the best and most deserving of the prestigious title of Homecoming Queen 2006? I believe that the best way to show
enthusiasm for your school is by getting involved in activities that truly interest you. If you like Karate, join the Karate club. If you advocate govern-
mental reform, get involved with NYPIRG. I have integrated my leadership skills and love for community service into the organizationsI am involved
with. I am a member of the Commuter Assistant Program, and Women in Science and Engineering Program. I am a volunteer for the Stony Brook
University Hospital Pediatric Unit. I was also President of Sigma Beta Honor Society, and Alpha Tau Freshman Honor Society. What I am alluding to
is that as long as you show commitment and dedication to what you love, you are a living testament of Stony Brook pride, which is exactly what a
Homecoming Queen is intended to be.



12 ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Wows Crowd Tal k
otive

Ofer n g

Courtesy of Staller Center

BY REBECCA NEWMAN
Staff Writer

The four Tony Award winning singer/
actress Audra McDonald certainly is
a busy bee. Just four days after the re-
lease of her latest album Build a Bridge,
Audra has been touring the country. She
greeted the Stony Brook audience with
a big smile, an endearing Long Island
accent, and a gracious anecdote about
being happy to be in a part of America
where people actually know who she is.
After being in her company for an hour
and a half not knowing who she was or
at least not remembering her seemed
impossible.

In her Staller debut on Saturday,
September 30th Audra performed a wide
vocal repertoire accompanied by pian-
ist Ted Sperling, guitarist Kevin Kuhn,
bassist (and husband) Peter Donovan,
ad percussionist Gene Lewin. This jazz
quartet really enhanced the performance
and showed great range by playing show
tunes, folksongs, and even lullabies as
well as jazz pieces. Furthermore, Audra's
reoccurring interaction with her band
added a touch of intimacy to the perform-
ance, and the audience could really sense
the connection between Audra's singing
and the instruments.

Besides the quality of the band, there
were many other elements that made this
concert worth skipping a Saturday night
party. From the second she stepped on
stage, Ms. McDonald had a gorgeous
glow and an encouragingly inviting smile.
Although her claim to fame is Broadway,
she is not your typical ingenue (even
though she can sing most of them out of
the water). She even admitted after her

first song "When Lola Sings" that she has
"wide hips"; she also has big, beautiful
curls and a wide bright face that lights
up with personality. In addition to her
warmth with the audience, Audra is one of
the funniest Broadway singers out there.
She constantly peppered her act with
jokes from the road, the stage, her family,
and her childhood. She would even stop
during songs to add statements here and
there, adding a level of unexpected but
welcomed humor. By the end of Audra's
show, it was easy to feel like you had
gotten lucky made friends with one of
the best singers in the world.

Audra's songs ranged from Broadway
hits such as "I Could Have Danced all
Night" (in which she sweetly invited the.
audience to sing along) and "Stars and the
Moon" (In which she sweetly uninvited
the audience to sing along) to jazz songs
like "When Lola Sings" and "I Double
Dare You". The best moments however,
were her more personal picks like "It's
Not Easy Being Green", which seemed to
have undertones of race and identity, and
her unplugged version of "Edelweiss".
Her voice is absolutely flawless but still
original and although she didn't dance,
she moved to the music with her hand
gestures and vivid facial expressions.

This concert was impossible not to
enjoy. There were moments of laughter,
tears, excitement, and joy between the
performers and the audience. The song
selection was nicely personalized and
varied to appeal to a broad group. And
Audra's voice was so good that by the
end of the concert, you'd have wanted to
be a singer too. If the best art is the art
that inspires other, Audra certainly ac-
complished that here at Stony Brook.

By THOMAS BROOKS-
Contributing Writer

There is something reassuringly hu-
man about the pair of statuettes that stare
dumbly from the projection screen during
Professor Jennifer Wingate's ARH 101
lecture. At first I don't know whether to
laugh out loud or to rudely dismiss these
apparently crude and comical figures (This
is the best you can do when your neigh-
bors, the Old Kingdom Egyptians, were
creating sculpture and pyramids of incred-
ible weight and moment?). And yet there
is something engaging about these objects
that the Great Pyramids never offered.
You experience an emotional resonance,
a sense of ease emerging from a feeling of
connection and familiarity with the artist.
that created these sculptures.

These statuettes are the product of the
inhabitants of what historians term "the
cradle of civilization", those city-states
that began to emerge between the Tigris
and Euphrates Rivers in Mesopotamia
in the late fourth millennium BCE. They
were hand-carved from smooth buttery-
colored gypsum and inlaid with shell and
black stone. Cylindrical in shape, standing
bolt-upright and perhaps 30-inches tall, the
figures are recognizably male and female,.
but offer insufficient detail to enable the
viewer to state with confidence that they
represent specific persons. Sufficient de-,
tail is provided to indicate clothing but it
is obvious that these are not great works
of art.

Hands clasped at their breasts, heads
tilted slightly upward, the figures are
frozen in a prayerful attitude. It's the eyes
that grasp and hold your attention-unnatu-
rally large and blankly staring, made of a
dark-colored stone different from the rest
of the figure; they seem to emit invisible
laser beams aimed at the skies. It's the eyes
that give you the first hint of-the purpose

of these objects, for they are Sumerian
votive figures and a reminder ofa time in
history when art was perceived as spir-
itually, even physically, instrumental, the
potential source of reality-altering energy.
The statuettes are not meant to accurately
mirror reality or to serve as objects of
beauty but instead serve as conduits of
spiritual power. They are meant to span
that great chasm that separates mankind
from god.

Dozens of these sculptures, ranging in
size from 12 to 30-inches tall, were found
buried beneath the floor of an ancient
temple in what is now modern-day Iraq.
The men wear belts, fringed skirts, beards
and shoulder length hair; the women, long
robes with the right shoulder bare. Some
figures bear inscriptions with the name of
the donor, the god to which they are dedi-
cated or even specific prayer intentions,
strongly evocative of Roman Catholic
votive offerings and Buddhist votive paint-
ings. I get great pleasure out of the thought
of a Sumerian factory producing hundreds
of these anonymous votive objects, each
waiting to be awakened by the primal reli-
gious impulse to approach the divine.

Votive objects serve two purposes: to
thank the almighty for a favor granted, or
to implore supernatural aid. The statuettes
were left in the temples and ziggurats of
the Mesopotamians as an expression of
an individual's relationship to the gods
and may be one of the earliest expressions
of man's desire to understand himself in
relation to the world, and then to give that
understanding an artistic manifestation.

It's comforting to know that we are
not so far separated from these ancient
Mesopotamians. Each of us strives to make
sense of things by framing explanations
that sort out our relationship to the world
around us. The art objects we choose to
surround ourselves with can serve an im-
portant role in this quest.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINN

The Illusionist

Courtesy of amazon.com

By ELIZABETH SciscI
Staff Writer

There is no way to easily summarize
the plot of The Illusionist or even to
place it into a particular genre. Perhaps
that is just what the movie industry,
really needs to stray away from the
monotonous repetition of romantic
comedies and low-budget horror flicks.
It is obvious that most films today are
eagerly striving to earn the attention of.
the Academy. Neil Burger has written
and directed a masterpiece, a multifac-
eted gem of a story based on the human
desire to suspend disbelief.

The screen play is based on a short
story written by Steven Milhauser. In
the first hour of the movie, it does not
seem far-fetched that the simplicity of
the opening scenes could have originat-
ed from a few short pages of text. There
is a common love story, thwarted by the
fact that our main character's young.
love is a duchess. There is a reunion of
the pair after many years, and a jealous
crowned prince of Vienna who plans to
marry the aforementioned noble lady
and use her in his ploy to overthrow his
father's rule and expand his empire.

There was an air of disappointment
in the theater as everyone seemed to set-
tle in for a cliche battle of the classes, a
skillful and compassionate peasant com-
peting for a woman's affections with an
arrogant, violent dictator. Though the
plot advantage of having a protagonist
who is a skilled magician, whose skill
transcends illusion and sneaks into the
realm of the supernatural, takes its effect
and the story is salvaged and becomes
wonderfully complicated. It spins off
into a murder mystery, a spiteful battle
of wills between the crown prince and
our hero, an underdog story as Vienna's
people stand by a magician who has
given them hope for life after death, the
great escape of at fugitive, and an ending
that twists and shocks.

There is something in this movie
for everyone. To the delight of period
film lovers, it takes place at the start of
the nineteenth century, and of course
to satisfy the hopeless romantic, there
is a passionate, time-withstanding love.
There is murder and magic, and if for
nothing else, surely any viewer can find
solace in an all-star cast.

EdwardNorton is faultless as the
stern, nearly unapproachable and con-.
fident talent who is either powerful
enough in sorcery or skillful enough
in trickery to enter into a battle with
Vienna's dangerous royal court. Paul
Giamatti of Sideways, an award win-
ninghovie produced by the same team
as The Illusionist, is the perfect plot
facilitator, his character, an aspiring
chief of police and mayor of Vienna,
hovers between audience affection and
hatred.

Giamatti demonstrates the fine-tuned
qualities of an accomplished actor in
subtle but very effective body language
and facial expression. And a surprising
leading lady who rises to the occasion
is Jessica Biel as Sophie von Teschen,
whose elegance and composure inwhat could be called her second ever
"grown-up" role after starring along-
side veteran actress Susan Sarandon in
Elizabethtown, was as captivating as
any magic act.

Of course, many aspects of the
movie prompt a skeptical twenty-first
century audience to ignore their over-
powering inclination to rationalize all
things. However, in under a two hour
runtime, this film could prompt anyone
to leave logic at the theater door and
partake in the mystery of illusionism,
inspiring and renewing that childlike
awe everyone has felt in the presence
of magic. While still going fairly strong
at the box office, The Illusionist has
been open since mid-August, so catch it
quickly before it too disappears.

By AMANDA SHAPIRO
Contributing Writer

When I left the theater I felt lied
to. The Black Dahlia was not a mur-
der mystery. This movie was simply
worthless. None of the elements came
together to create a decent film, despite
De Palma as the director and despite the
cast chosen. Those who deserve some
good credit for the very few good mo-
ments are the art director and cinema-
tographer. The one most responsible for
its heavy faults is the screenwriter.

There are two ways to critique the
cast: One- They tried too hard portray-
ing their characters. Josh Hartnett and
Scarlett Johansson as Bucky and Kay
came off insincere, inexperienced, un-
comfortable, and immature. Aaron Eck-
hart as Lee was borderline cartoonist in
over expressing himself. Though known
for ability to play gender -bending roles,
Madeleine was too strange even for Hil-
ary Swank. 2- Knowing what the actors
have accomplished in the past, the fault
lies in the script. These characters were
not well created and thus impossible
to bring to life. It wasn't just who they
were but what they said. Aside from
the era's vernacular, what they convey
about themselves through the subtext
(and in Bucky's voiceover narrations)
are low class children pretending to be
adults.

Courtesy of amazon.com

The structure of the plot is poor from
the beginning. Within the first five min-
utes is a long flashback to explain why
Lee and Bucky are going to box each
other. Instead of beginning with the dis-
covery of the Black Dahlia's mutilated
body, there is a half hour introduction to
Lee, Lee's girlfriend Kay, and Bucky's
triangular relationship. By the middle
of the film it is beyond obvious this
triangle (and then Bucky's relationship
with Madeleine) is more important than
the Black Dahlia murder.

I have not read the book that this
movie is based upon so I can't critique
it as an adaptation but it could have been
better. In reality, there have been many
hypotheses as to who killed the Black
Dahlia but it remains an unsolved crime.
The ending was supposed to reflect one
of these but a hyperactive and depressed
woman rushed through the explana-
tion. The Black Dahlia is more of a
commercial vehicle than modern noir.
It will just be one more credit for Scar-
lett Johanson's resume, proof that Josh
Harnett will be forever young, another
B movie for Aaron Eckhart, and further
pigeon- holing Hilary Swank's roles.

There was so much wrong with this
movie it may be the reason why so much
money was spent advertising it. How
The Black Dahlia was good enough for
the Venice Film Festival baffles me.
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est-selling author, reluctant food celebrity guy, culinary
adventurer, drinker, smoker, hedonist... the list of

descriptors could go on and on. But one thing is certain: In
this food obsessed world, Anthony Bourdain has carved out
a distinct place as a'gastronomic Indiana Jones.
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Volleyball pens Conference Pay With a Wi

Megan Roehl looks on as Amy Oleksiei makes a drive. Amy Oleksiei blocks the net. Amy Oleksiej serves it up for the Seawolves.

Gulce Nazli Dikecligil continues her domination. Morgan Sweany tips over New Hampshire's detense Photos by Adhip Karmaker/States

WEAl
For more SBU student weather forecasts, visit http://atmos.msrc.sunysb.edu/npages/sbmets.html

Student Forecast: oct. 5-oct. By rita trwin
THE WEEKEND

Thursday
High 67/Low 58

Cloudy with Rain
Heaviest in the AM

Friday:
High 62/Low 45

A Cooler Day, Partly
Cloudy

Saturday:
High 61/Low 47

Slight Chance of Rain

Sunday:.
High 68/Low 49

An Average Fall Day

Monaay:
High 70/Low 50

Beautiful Day!

Tuesday:
High 69/Low 49

Next Chance for Rain

Wednesday:
High 63/Low 45
Cool but Pleasant

Behind the Numbers:
The end of the week will whip by with a cold front pushing through very early on Thursday morning. There will be some rain, the heaviest concentrations occurring in the morning. By Thursday night the

be left mostly cloudy. With the passing of this cold front, a polar high-pressure system sets up to our northwest bringing some breezy conditions. As the weekend arrives temperatures will be cool aroun

60's with a slight chance of rain on Saturday from a low-pressure system trying to form off the coast to our south. After a beautiful day on Sunday the week will begin on a pleasant note but a cooling tren

Tuesday afternoon with the boitsetofthe si et system.' " ...
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Women's Souer Goes
S BY HANG YU

Staff Writer

In its excitement to kick off the
American East Conference, the Stony
Brook women's soccer team (5-4-1, 0-0-1
America East) found themselves visiting a
national ranked opponent, No. 12 Boston
University (7-2-1, 1-0-0 AE). The Sea-
wolves were able to hold off the Terriers
for the most part of game, until Boston's
Lauren Erwin scored the game's lone goal
in the 66th minute to lift the home side
to a victory.

The Seawolves were able to force a
0-0 draw in the first half despite having
fewer shots on goal. The Terriers created a
couple dangerous threats, but goal keeper
Marisa Viola (Mattituck, NY) made ter-
rific saves to keep them off the scoreboard.
The Seawolves had a good game plan by
putting numbers in the back while seeking
counter attack opportunities. However,
sometimes you just cannot give up too
many possessions.

The Terriers saw their attacking pres-
sure pay off in the 66th minute off a right
corner kick blasted by McClearnon toward
the far post. Marissa Nucci (Hebron, CN)
was there to deflect the ball away, but Er-
win of the Terriers collected the rebound
and put the ball in the lower right corner
of the net. Overall the Seawolves played a
good game, but just cannot get its offense
going as it was out shot by 3-22.

The Seawolves hoped their middle
fielders and the offense could pick up

intensity

win. Kate Collins'.game
helped the Stony Brook wi
team defeat its in-state rivo
in the American East Con
opener.

With the win, the Seaw,
to 6-4-1 overall and 1-1-0 i
games, while the Bearcats
3-6-2, 0-2-2 respectively. E
half, Brooke Barbuto took
ball in the midfield, dribbl
Bearcat players. Barbuto
pass to Kristin Mishrell, wbl
down the left side for the N

in the left corn
left foot first-ti
the reach of the
found the right

Stony Brook Seawolves
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On Saturday, the Stony Brook Seawolves were defeated by the UMass Minutemen,
48-7. The Minutemen controlled the game from the start, had a 28-0 lead by the end of

one quarter, and a 42-0 lead at halftime. They proceeded to pull many oftheir starters
Sfrom the game at the start of the 2nd half

Stony Brook made a couple of significant errors which resulted in points for
UMass, including a fumbled kickoff return by J.J. Cox, which was brought back for

score came when Chevar Rankins for
n the Minutemen 10-yard line. Leona

Collins who:
, screamed na

frmed well
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